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In the beginning God covered the earth with broccoli, cauliflower and spinach, with green, yellow
and red vegetables of all kinds so Man and Woman would live long and healthy lives.
Then using God's bountiful gifts, Satan created Dairy Ice Cream and Magnums. And Satan said,
'You want hot fudge with that? And Man said, 'Yes!' And Woman said, 'I'll have one too with
chocolate chips'. And lo, they gained 10 pounds.
So God created the healthy yoghurt that woman might keep the figure that man found so fair.
And Satan brought forth white flour from the wheat and sugar from the cane and combined
them. And Woman went from size 12 to size 14.
God said, 'Try my fresh green salad'. And Satan presented Blue Cheese dressing and garlic
croutons on the side. And Man and Woman unfastened their belts following the repast.
God then said 'I have sent you healthy vegetables and olive oil in which to cook them'.
And Satan brought forth deep fried coconut king prawns, butter-dipped lobster chunks and
chicken fried steak, so big it needed its own platter, and Man's cholesterol went through the
roof.
Then God brought forth the potato; naturally low in fat, brimming with potassium and good
nutrition.

Then Satan peeled off the healthy skin and sliced the starchy centre into chips and deep-fried
them in animal fats adding copious quantities of salt. And Man put on more pounds.
God then brought forth running shoes so that his Children might lose those extra pounds.
And Satan came forth with a cable TV with remote control so Man would not have to toil
changing the channels. And Man and Woman laughed and cried before the flickering light and
started wearing stretch jogging suits.
Then God gave lean beef so that Man might consume fewer calories and still satisfy his appetite.
And Satan created McDonalds and the 99p double cheeseburger. Satan said 'You want fries with
that?' and Man replied, 'Yes, and super size 'em'. And Satan said, 'It is good.' And Man and
Woman went into cardiac arrest.
God sighed .......... and created quadruple by-pass surgery.
And then ............. Satan chuckled and created the National Health Service.
THE FINAL WORD ON NUTRITION
After an exhaustive review of the research literature, here's the final word on nutrition and
health
1. Japanese eat very little fat and suffer fewer heart attacks
2. Mexicans eat a lot of fat and suffer fewer heart attacks
3. Chinese drink very little red wine and suffer fewer heart attacks
4. Italians drink excessive amounts of red wine and suffer fewer heart attacks
5. Germans drink beer and eat lots of sausages and fats and suffer fewer heart attacks
6. The French eat foie-gras, full fat cheese and drink red wine and suffer fewer heart attacks
CONCLUSION: Eat and drink what you like. Speaking English is apparently what kills you.
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Setting off on a damp morning on your spotlessly clean bike, knowing
by the time you get where you are going it is bound to be covered in
road slime, to pitch a tent on damp grass may not sound ideal. And it’s
not …. but I was still looking forward to the Rally because it was going
to be a fun weekend with great friends.
True to form we arrived, covered in muck and got about pitching the
tent and creating a coral for the group. But who had the Chapter Flag?
Abject failure …. nobody!! Never mind, that wasn’t going to put the
mockers on a good weekend and so out with the beers, out with the
JD and let’s get the party started.
Discretion being the better part of valour we decided not to involve ourselves in the Friday
ride-out. Instead we had a pleasant social
afternoon which then spilled into a pleasant
social evening with live music—much too loud
for me sadly—which sent me back to the tent
where gradually the rest returned to and we
sat around the gazebo brought by Bill until the
wee small hours putting the world to rights, as
you do! The wind was a bit chilly and a barrier
of wind-breaks was erected to keep us sheltered and Bill disappeared under a pile of
blankets from which his voice occasionally crept.
Saturday was sunshine and showers, and after the
ride-out returned, excited but damp, the Chapter
Games started with the usual Welly-Wanging and
this year Human Table Football which was great
fun, much harder than you would ever imagine for
such fit young things as we are, and left us covered
in bruises despite in being ‘non-contact’!! And of course, Sherwood
Chapter ensured that they won though we came a very respectable second
to them. If only we had had more members to use in our team I’m sure we
would have beaten them! Paddy and Steve both won prizes in the Best Bike
competition, each as the only bike in their class!!
Another evening of live music and socialising ensued, ending up back in the
gazebo again. Without labouring the point the whole point of a Rally is not
Ride-Outs or showing off those they are fun too, but just chilling out
with friends.
Sunday dawned a beautiful day—of course, because everyone was
going home—and wearily we packed our gear away and headed
home.
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Chapter 3—The David Martin Years: Part 2—Settling Down
2012 was a great year for the Chapter, less bickering and loads of ride outs. The committee
was still a bit thin on the ground; no Photographer, no Webmaster and no Safety Officer.
The Director, David Martin ran the show supported by Secretary Nicky Robson, Assistant
Director Neil Hodgson, Treasurer Karen Hodgson, Activities officer Lyn Sharpe and
Merchandising Officer Mike Collins.
The Road Captains were David Martin, Steve Howard, Neil Hodgson, Mervyn Pettifor and
John Gossage. Road Marshals at this time were Russ Moody, Roger Bulled, Mike
Richardson, Lyn Sharpe, Nicky Robson and Barbara Martin. Every member of the Road
Crew plus interested Chapter members completed the Hog Road Captains Course, held at
Lincoln University on the 22nd April 2012.
The highlight of the year was probably the Chapter
trip organized by Neil and Karen to the Magic Bike
Rally held at Rudesheim am Rhine not far from the
Rhine Gorge and the Lorelei Rock, made famous by
Joseph Eichendorf and other German poets and
story tellers. The selection of bikes seen at this rally
was something to behold especially the V8
powered Boss Hosses of which there were several
examples. It was there that some of us developed
a liking for JD and coke, one stall in particular sold
this tipple to the exclusion of everything else.
Among the many other memorable rides of 2012 was our first Pilgrimage to the Harley
monument at Littleport, Cambridgeshire—home to the parents of William Sylvester
Harley, co-founder of the Harley Davidson Motor Company. We all posed for photographs
on and around the magnificent larger than life stainless steel Harley, situated next to the

Church yard. This monument has stood since 2003 and it is a testament to the local
populace that this mass of valuable stainless steel has not been vandalised or nicked and
weighed in for scrap. I can think of several places where it would not have lasted more
than a week.
Some of our adventurous members did their own long distance things. Mike Collins visited
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the famous chopper builder Arlen Ness near San Francisco who made Mike and Cathy very
welcome. Two other intrepid explorers in 2012 were Nicky and Paul who visited the HD
Euro festival at Grimaud in the Gulf of St Tropez. They flew to Nice and went to the festival
in a hire car taking their biker cuts and HD shirts with them. The Posers!

The Harley Diner at Market Deeping hosted the Transatlantic Harley Rocks Biker Party
which was well attended by our members. The proprietor of this establishment ( now
reborn as the Iron Horse Ranch due to litigation threats from HD lawyers) Richard
Swinscoe still delights to see us and feed us on our early season ride outs.
In July 2012 we hosted the 1066 Chapter and to give them a taste of what Lincolnshire has
to offer we took them on a Wolds, Sea side and ice cream ride, later to be christened The
Old Codgers Run because of the number of stops over a relatively short distance.
At this time the Lincoln dealership under the control of Steve Jollands was at its peak.
Customer satisfaction surveys were the best in the UK and the Sales Department scored
the best in Europe. One in five motor cycles over 650cc sold in our area were HarleyDavidsons. Lincoln HD even outselling Honda as the aging population deserted the crotch
rockets for our more relaxing rides.
We hosted a presentation at one of our Woodcock nights supposedly to make us aware of
the strictly enforced EU exhaust laws; the speaker embellished his talk by reciting
examples of the draconian punishments meted out to British bikers with stage 1 pipes.
This was intended to prepare us for our upcoming ride to Rudesheim. Guess what, the
speaker turned out to be a salesman trying to sell us his silencers which allegedly gave
maximum performance whilst meeting EU directives. Needless to say he did not sell any
and the Polizei in Germany did not bother anyone either, even the Boss Hoss riders with
short shot pipes which made our stage one Harley's sound like mopeds by comparison.
By 2013 the Committee had grown somewhat although attendance at meetings was still
limited to invited Chapter Officers. The committee for 2013 was David Martin - Director,
Steve Jollands - Dealer Principal, Neil Hodgson - Assistant Director and HRC, Dave
Watchman - Secretary, Sheila Picken - Treasurer, Lyn Sharpe - Activities Officer, Karen
Hodgson - Editor. The remainder classed as supporting officers and not taking part in
meetings were, Mike Collins - Merchandising and Historian, Barbara Martin - Membership,
Tony Waldron - Photographer, Mike Richardson - Safety, Marie Haines - Ladies of Harley.
The Road Crew had also expanded, although some of them who did the course at the
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Chapters expense did not participate in leading rides.
The Road Captains were David Martin, Neil Hodgson, Mervyn Pettifor, Lyn Sharpe, Mike
Richardson, John Gossage and David Simpson. The Road Marshals were Russ Moody,
Roger Bulled, Nicky and Paul Robson, Barbara Martin, Jules Cross, Jon Caffrey, Dave
Watchman and Tony Waldron.
2013 saw the now usual full ride out and activities programme, a notable
ride which was deemed to merit a special patch for participants was New
York, Boston, Denver and California, 3,200 miles in the US but a mere
260 in the UK.
A LIVES first aid course was organized and the Police Bike Safe Course.
On the charity fund raising
side the Air Ambulance
received £600 as did St
Barnabas Hospital the
Cheques were presented in
front of the Vulcan Bomber
at the Newark air Museum. The Museum also received a cheque for £100.
A number of us visited Neil in
his garage where he had his
bike up on a lift to give us the
benefit of his DIY servicing
know how. The year
continued with a strong RAF
theme as befitting a Lincolnshire Chapter with a visit for a photo op with the Red Arrows,
kindly arranged by Dave Watchman, plus a ride to the Dambusters Museum and their
training site at Ladybower reservoir.
Our Chapter foreign trip in 2013 was a tour of the Belgian battlefields and war memorials
and cemeteries; we were guided by members of the Ghent Chapter, one of whom, Luc,

invited us to visit his Sister who was wheelchair bound in a residential home suffering from
a wasting illness, despite this she is a strong Harley fan and we presented her with a few
HD related gifts and had lunch with her in the home's restaurant, on departure at her
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request we made a lot of noise which the other residents seemed to enjoy. During this trip
we spent time at Ypres, signposted as Leper, where Marie did her now familiar wreath
laying at the Menin Gate.
Still on a sombre note we were asked to provide an escort for the funeral of a gentleman
called Alan Rogers. Alan was a life long biker and Harley fan but cancer caught up with him
before he got chance to own and ride one in his prime—apparently he briefly had one in
his youth. At his families request we led the cortège from the family home in
Gainsborough to a green burial site at Laughten where we carried the casket, which was
gaily decorated with Harleys to the grave at a spot which Alan himself had selected a few
days before he died. We attended the wake and his family were pleased that his last
journey was the way he wanted it.
David Martin handed over the Chapter in a much better state than when he took it on to
Mick Paynter at the 2013 AGM.
For Chapter four of our ten year saga you will have to wait for the next edition of The Imp.
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Our first evening ride-out of the
year was taken on by Mike
Richardson and what a great job of
it he did too!
Meeting at Caenby Corner Mike led
us across the Wolds by roads rarely seen by any of the
Chapter Members—or indded judging by the lack of
traffic—by anyone else too.
The weather was glorious and the scenery fabulous, and
after dropping down off the Wolds through Waltham and
past the windmill (there seems to be a theme for this years rides!) we thundered up
Humberston Avenue
(where as Mike said, all
them posh folk live) and
then along North Sea
Lane to the Sea Lane
Chippy who while expecting us were stunned by the turn-out with 29 members and 22
bikes.
The fish and chips were well worth the effort of getting our arses out of their chairs and
into our …. Mobile chairs! Some more armchair than others I grant you…
Once everyone was fully fed and watered, and it took a while with this number of people,
the ride set off once again back along North Sea Lane and Humberston Avenue before
heading back over the Wolds via a different route and to our final stop.
The evening rides are generally shorter ones because of the time of day, but are always
enjoyed by those who go—perhaps because they are short, or because people don’t have
to cook their own dinners, or maybe just because of the great company on the ride-out. I
think it is probably a combination of all of those things, but whatever the magic recipe is
we had a great evening.

Thanks Mike …
great ride well led!
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We have been trying to find something
that Kirk is any good at, because he’s
always hanging round at meetings and
looking sad so the Director has asked Kirk
to fill the role of Merchandising Officer
recently vacated by Jamie Moulson.
Now, Jamie did a bang-up job organising
our Merchandising over the last couple of
years introducing some great ideas so Kirk
has got a bit of a challenge to maintain
what we have and bring in his own new
ideas of what we can do.
But in all seriousness, I know that Kirk will
do a fantastic job for the Chapter as he
has done with everything else that he has
done for us—and there has been plenty
but he likes to keep his head down—so I
am looking forward to seeing what the coming months (and years) will bring. He has
already taken some of my half formed ideas and got them sorted out and improved upon!
Kirk would appreciate your input too, so if you have any ideas for merchandising however
off-the-wall they may be, please speak to Kirk and see what can be done. While we cannot
tell you that everything you want can be done, if it is at all practical—and cost effective,
because unfortunately cost will always be an issue—then I know that Kirk will do his level
best to make it happen.

We Need Your Help!
Whenever the Chapter holds an event or ride-out we try to write it up for the
magazine so everyone can enjoy it whether they could make it to the event or not.

It would really help us make your magazine interesting and fun if you volunteered to
write and article on an activity you enjoyed—speak to the Director, the Editor or the
event Organiser.
Thank You
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The Planning
Following last season’s ride-outs, our illustrious
Head Road Captain, Mr Martin Honey, pulled us
together for a Road Crew’s meeting to discuss the
goods and the bads form last summer’s riding. We
also discussed where we might want to take the
rides in 2019. I had put a little thought into it and
come up with a route around Leiscestershire
(mainly) and Lincolnshire (also mainly) with a touch
of Nottinghamshire (not so mainly), and using windmills as waypoints—hence the
‘Windmill Ride’ due in September this year. Steve Wallis had a huge smile on his mug as he
too was suggesting a Windmills Ride-out for the season, but his ride was different to mine
so we both agreed to keep both rides on this year’s calendar.
My second ride (which turned out to me my first ride-out for the Chapter this year) was to
incorporate a sweet little tea room that once served as a School House – hence the ‘School
Dinners’ ride.
Two weeks prior to the School Dinners ride, I informed Martin that I was about to take a
ride around the route just to make certain it was suitable and that no major obstacles
might cause any problems. Martin was at a loose end so he joined me for the recce. We
rode the proposed route and found a couple of sections that need some re-work—which
actually made for a better ride and accompanying views.
At the School House Tea Room in Carburton, we spoke with one of the staff there who
seemed really eager to have us visit. When asked if they could put on some chocolate
sponge and pink custard we had a positive response. Things were coming together nicely. I
told them I’d call on the Saturday afternoon prior to the ride to confirm our arrival details.
The next stage was to fit out the ride with a Tail End
Crew. I placed a request to fellow Road Crew via
FaceBook; Kirk and Jamie responded almost instantly—
sorted then.
This was to be Jamie’s first TEC ride so some learning for
him and another opportunity to build up the experience
of our Road Crew. I do suggest that Road Marshals
should volunteer more often for TEC duties as they are
accompanied by experienced Road Crew at the rear of
the ride-out so they build up their experience too—and it’s much more fun at the tail end.
So, the planning, recce and Road Crew all sorted, let’s sit back and enjoy the day’s riding…
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The Ride-Out
I was getting rather excited about the School Dinners
ride-out, all we needed was the weather to suit. Mr
BBC Weatherman had predicted fine warm sunshine
up to around mid afternoon when a low in the north
would pull through cloud cover and a narrow rain
bank would then slide through from the west,
pushing the fine weather eastward from around 4pm.
I trust the BBC Weatherman now just as much as I
trust our politicians.
Indeed, it was warm—a little too warm perhaps with glorious sun beating out a
temperature of 75oC at just 9am. Fingers crossed the weather would hold up for the rest
of the day.
I filled up the tank and then
rode on to the A57 café arriving
with a couple of minutes to
spare. Already there were a lot
of Harleys parked up, glistening
in the bright sunshine. It was great to meet up with some old friends, John and Claire
Tonks, who had just recently joined Lindum Colonia from Sherwood Chapter. By the time
of the briefing there were 23 Harleys with 32 passengers eagerly awaiting to ride—a great
turn-out.
We set off with the morning sun on our backs. A steady ride through Saxilby,
Gainsborough and then on to Bawtry where we took a left for Tickhill. The traffic was
relatively light so we made good progress, even managing to stay together after a short
dissection in Gainsborough due to impromptu road works. The second man drop-off
system worked well.
We crossed the A1 and after a few hundred yards on the A614 we turned into Clumber
Park where we stopped at the entrance gate so we could wait for the rest of the ride-out
to arrive and then we could all ride as one group through the gorgeous Limetree Avenue.
The School House Tea Room had loads of seating
available, some preferred to eat outside in the sun
– or should I say; hazy sunshine. The manageress
wanted to know why I hadn’t called ahead, and I
asked her why she didn’t answer her phone—
touché—anyway she had the recorded message
with my guesstimate of 30 pax for food. By the way, the place is really nice and the food
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terrific—well worth a visit.
By the time we’d finished scoffing, the cloud cover
had thickened and the sun had all but disappeared.
A pair of riders (no names please, but his partner is
Lyn and her’s Russ—both to report to the Head
Master for dereliction of duty and ‘six of the best’—decided they would head back and
after giving some form of ‘excuse us’ to everyone,
they waved us off in the picking rain as we took to
the road and headed for Robin Hood HarleyDavidson via the scenic route.
The ride crossed the busy A614 and then headed
for Wellow, Eakring and Southwell before finding Nottingham on the far side of Lowdham.
By now the rain was getting heavier. It was still warm and many had already put on their
wets. For those of us who didn’t… well, what’s a little dampness in this warm wet summer
eh?
We arrived at Robin Hood H-D and those that wanted it, took some coffee from the
machine whilst other browsed through the shop.
For some, they decided they didn’t want to ride the
third leg of the run and took their leave for home.
This left a baker’s dozen Harleys to complete the
last leg of the Ride-out.
We left Robin Hood with just a few spits and spots of rain. Turning right for Cropwell
Bishop off the A52 the rain decided to get a little heavier. Although this was a pain in the
butt, it didn’t feel so bad—it was as if the rain
precipitation was equal to the drying-off rate - no
net wetness weighing down on the clothing. Can
someone give us a scientific explanation for this
please?
I checked my info-screen and it told me it was still a warm 68oC, so perhaps that had
something to do with not feeling too wet in the rain.
Picking up the A606 at Nether Broughton, the rain eased off and we soon found that the
roads were relatively dry. At Melton Mowbray, the traffic lights were not playing game and
we spent some time at a number of lights waiting for a while for them to change. We soon
found ourselves on the B676 though, and that’s a great road for bikes. Had the sun been
shining, it would have been a fantastic ride through some scenic villages on winding roads,
but with the weather still being a little damp, it just took the edge off a little for the
pillions; the riding was still great though for those gripping the handlebars.
We eventually crossed the A1 and were on the High Dyke road. This is a great road—long
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straights and light traffic with great views left and right. Cruising along at 59.9mph was
great as the warm air dried off any remaining dampness in the knees.
We reached the Holdingham Roundabout about a half-hour later than planned. This was
down to slower riding during the rainy sections and an extra 15 minute stop on top of the
allocated time at RHHD.
We said our farewells and headed to our respectful abodes. I was pleased at how the
route had turned out, I thought it was worth a good 8/10—the weather losing the
remaining 2 points for us, and the group who left early at RHHD… well their names have
also been noted and passed onto Teacher for additional lines and detention.
A great ride and a lovely day out.
Thanks to all who turned up, especially those who completed the ride to the end. Special
thank-you’s to Kirk Nicholson, Jamie Moulson, Ed and Mollie Richards for Crewing. Also to
Christine Nicholson for standing her ground at roundabouts when bullying white van man
(or was it an old truck) tries to muscle in on her right of way; and also for the use of her
radio, informing Kirk of Edwin’s low flying number plate and bracket.
Also to those who didn’t get dizzy when circling the roundabout twice on the A52/High
Dyke road when I waiting for a second man to catch me up for a drop-off at said
roundabout—it was so funny watching Jamie and Kirk at the back as they hesitated for a
second time around the roundabout..! Ah, boys will be boys.
Ride Safe!
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Chapter Planned Events Calendar
Month

Date

Day

Ride-Outs

July

6th

Saturday

RHHD Birthday Bash

A

9th

Tuesday

S

11th

Evening Ride-Out:
Ambridge’s Chippy,
Spilsby

Thursday

12th – 15th
Friday - Monday
20th
st

August

Saturday

21

Sunday

24th

Wednesday

28th

Sunday

4th

Sunday

6th

Tuesday

8th

Thursday

9th – 11th
Friday - Sunday
18th
Sunday
20th

Tuesday

September

Length Lead RC

Lindum Colonia UK
Chapter Monthly
Meeting
The Ardennes Trip

N/A

Chapter BBQ

N/A

Tarts and Puddings

L

Paul
Redhead
Steve
Wallis
N/A
Charlie
Gordon
N/A

A

Kirk
Nicholson

The National
Coalmining Museum
North York Moors

A

Evening Ride-Out:
The Salutation Inn

S

Pete
Abbott
Paul
Robson
Mike
Richardson
N/A

Sutton-on-Sea Bike
Night

L

Lindum Colonia UK
Chapter Monthly
Meeting
Yellow Belly Melee
Flamborough Head and
Holderness
Evening Ride-Out: TBA

nd

22 – 27th
Thursday - Tuesday
25th
Sunday

Events

N/A

A
S
Thunder in the Glens

L

Paul
Redhead
Mike
Richardson
TBA

1st

Sunday

TBA

S

Martin
Honey
Charlie
Gordon
TBA

3rd

Tuesday

Evening Ride-Out: TBA

S

TBA

L

Martin
Honey
N/A

Charlie’s Ride: TBA

A

6th – 9th
Friday - Monday
12th
Thursday

Chapter Long Weekend
Away
Lindum Colonia UK
Chapter Monthly
Meeting

N/A

15th

Sunday

Lyn’s Ride: TBA

A

17th

Tuesday

Evening Ride-Out: TBA

S

st

21

Saturday

S

28th

Ride-Out: The Gurkha
Kitchen

Saturday

th

29

Sunday

Lincoln Pride
The Windmills Ride

N/A
A

Lyn
Sharpe
TBA
Martin
Honey
N/A
Dai Gunter

Please Note that published events are subject to change at short notice. For latest information please see
the Website and Facebook pages shown on the front page of the magazine

The Lincoln Bike Festival has become, for the Chapter,
one of the marker events and this year was magnificent!
Ian Jennings and Robin Hood Harley-Davidson arranged
and paid for the pitch as they always do to support the
Chapter, and Ian and Rosie turned up in their free time
to spend the day with us. Thank you for doing this for
us!
Like a well oiled machine, by 08:45 the gazebos and
tables had been set up, coffee purchased and bacon rolls eaten. We were ready for the
day, whatever it would bring.
The weather had been a bit iffy through the week, but despite heavy
clouds rolling across it remained warm and cheerful throughout the
day and following a slow start—probably because the public, like us,
were wondering whether they would get wet—the crowds started to
build and we soon had the charity buckets rattling.
There is no doubt that success builds more success, and over the last couple of years we
have seen the number of people supporting these types of events growing. Amazingly this
year we had 39 members come along and support
us, engaging with members of the public and
helping to shake the buckets. That is a fantastic, and
we would like to thank you all for helping to make
the day so special.
LEBBS also turned out in force to support the fundraising, with six of them actively involved and
sticking with us through the day. I think this is
testament to the work that Wendy Hunsley has
done since she took over as Fundraising
Coordinator for them.
Along with the fundraising—for LEBBS of course but lets not forget the sweet sales, the
proceeds of which on this occasion were for Macmillon Nurses and have led to a spike in
tooth decay and diabetes in the Lincoln area—we were able to talk to a lot of other bikers
and therefore prospective members, and a least a dozen took away details of the Chapter.
From these we may well get new members either now or in the
future. But you know, I think the best thing about yesterday was that
it was a fun day in the company of good friends, having a laugh, talking
and eating cake …. lots of cake …. And did I mention the cake?
The LEBBS members who stood with us remarked on what a friendly bunch
we are, and even the Lincoln Rotary marshals noticed and remarked on it!
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Lindum Colonia UK
Chapter
Monthly Meetings
Windmill Farm
Runcorn Road
Whisby Road
Lincoln
LN6 3QZ

Peter starts his new job at the London Zoo and is given three
tasks. First is to clear the exotic fish pool of weeds. As he does
this, a huge fish jumps out and bites him. To show who is boss,
Peter beats it to death
with a spade. Realising
his employer won't be
best pleased; he
disposes of the fish by
feeding it to the lions, as
lions will eat anything.

Meetings are held
every second Thursday
of each month from
7:30pm onwards

Moving on to the second
job of clearing out the
chimp house, Peter is
attacked by the chimps
that pelt him with
Come along and meet
coconuts. He swipes at
other members—the two chimps with a spade
evenings are friendly killing them both. What
can he do?
and relaxed. Food is
available to order at
Feed them to the lions,
Peter says to himself, because lions eat anything. He hurls the
the bar.
corpses into the lion enclosure.
New and prospective
Peter moves on to the last job which is to collect honey from the
members are welcome
South American Bees. As soon as he starts, he is attacked by the
to come along and join
bees. He grabs the spade
in.
and smashes the bees to
a pulp. By now he knows
Raffle tickets are sold
what to do and throws
each week for a variety
them into the lion's cage
of prizes—all funds
because lions eat
raised are donated to
anything.
the Chapter’s chosen
Later that day a new lion
Charity.
arrives at the zoo. He
wanders up to another
If you have any prizes
lion and says, 'What's the food like here?'
suitable for inclusion
The lion replies, 'Absolutely brilliant!..... Today we had fish and
in future raffles, please
chimps with mushy bees.'
bring them along with
you.
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We few, we happy few, we band of brothers and two
sisters assembled in the rain at the sign of the Big Mac
near Pennels roundabout ready for the long blast down
to Poole, with Ed and Molly on the mean, green trike
setting the pace.
We planned on two pump out, fuel and refreshment
stops before arriving at our overnight destination, the
Premier Inn, Holes Bay Road Poole. There we met up
with Richard and Sue who had been visiting family in
Dorchester. Their plans had been disrupted by the weather, causing them to leave the bike
with family at Rugby and proceed to Dorchester by car this meant returning to Rugby to
collect the bike and ride it down to Dorchester then Poole to meet up with us. This
completed our band of drowned rats. So we checked in and found some dry gear then
repaired to the bar and restaurant.
Next morning the weather still looked threatening, never the less we set off in good spirits
for the short ride to the ferry port, having been advised by text that check in time had
been brought forward to ninety minutes before departure which we duly did avoiding the
swing bridge closing times only to be held up at the boarding lines due to "essential crew
training drills". Eventually we were waved on board and an over enthusiastic crew secured

the bikes by the front wheels in a steel trap, more on this vicious contraption later. As we
set off toward our short stopover in Guernsey, a small patch of blue sky appeared which
rapidly spread to give us sub tropical weather for the rest of the trip. The passenger
seating on the Condor Liberation is comparable to an economy class charter flight. There
is an option to upgrade to the posh cabin at the front of the boat with reclining seats, but
because the boat was not particularly full we opted to save the tenner or so that an
upgrade would have cost. We dumped our wet outer gear in festering compost heaps on
the deck and proceeded to feed our faces from the very reasonable hot serverey.
The boat briefly called in at Guernsey and whilst we were enjoying the warm sun on the
aft deck we chatted with an interesting woman originally from Jersey but now living in
South Africa, she had travelled through five continents on her little BMW since learning
how to ride a motorbike four years ago. She put names to the other islands that we could
see, Alderney, Sark, Herm and in the distance Jersey also the Cherbourg Peninsular.
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In short order we cast off from Guernsey and completed our outward journey to St Hellier
Jersey arriving mid afternoon, after extricating the bikes from
the steel traps we proceeded to disembark but Steve and I
must have looked a bit dodgy because we were flagged down
by security and subjected to a pat down, quizzing and rummage
through our luggage. Eventually we were allowed to proceed to
the dock exit road where we were waved over by a pair from
the Jersey Chapter. Their Director had previously offered to
meet us at the ferry but later told me that he would be away to a big Rally in Europe but
he would get another member to meet us off the ferry and contact me. This contact did
not happen so it was a pleasant surprise to be met and shepherded to the Talana Hotel.
One of our escorts, Neil, was riding a scooter—he was to be our host; the other gentleman
sped off that evening to join the rest of the chapter at the rally.
A sheltered parking area sufficient for four bikes and the trike was allocated to us down a
steep ramp into the hotel car park. Once we got settled into our rooms and arranged to
meet Neil in the bar that evening we wandered round the corner to the Harley Dealership
where T shirts and pins were purchased and a range of bikes examined. The Jersey
dealership is a multi brand shop offering among other makes, Vesper scooters and Royal
Enfield motorbikes.
After our bar meal in the Talana, Neil came round as promised and
said that he would show us round the island in the morning. The
rest of the evening was spent in the bar or in our rooms using hair
dryers in an attempt to get our stuff dry, there being no drying
facilities available in the hotel.
Next day, after negotiating the car park ramp we assembled in a
nearby bus lay by and with Neil in charge, this time on his Harley we set off on our first
island tour. The first impression I got was how polite Jersey car drivers are, never muscling
into the pack and giving us right of way at junctions so we never got split up. The traffic
round St Hellier is busy but once you get out of town most of it seems to disappear. We
stayed on what passes for main roads in Jersey for most of our first tour but we did
experience some of the Jersey green lanes, these are narrow
single lane paved roads with passing places, not that we
encountered much that required us to use them and invariably,
on coming vehicles pulled over to let us through. The little bays
that Neil showed us were beautiful, clean light coloured sand and
blue sea. A sand sculptor had one of his creations on display in a
temporary building at a place called St Catherine.
Tour complete we made our way back to St Hellier, but because of the price of eating out
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we opted for the reasonably priced bar meals in the hotel. After Neil took his leave we
decided that the must see attractions for the next day would be the Gerald Durrell zoo and
the Jersey war tunnels.
The zoo was fantastic, the various enclosures
are designed with the well being of the
animals in mind, not the punters so they lived
in as natural an environment as possible.

Sue and Molly were very impressed with the
Gorillas and Orang Utans, especially the huge
males, I did not realise how big a male Orang
Utan grew.
The Jersey war tunnels were built by Eastern European and
Russian slave labour with some extra paid workers from the local
populace. The underground complex included a hospital for the
Germans,. As you wandered through the vast complex you learned
the history of the occupation and how the islanders got on with
the Germans. Some of the women got on rather too well with
them and were called "Jerry Bags". They were suitably dealt with
after the liberation. Before the British de militarized the islands the
residents were given the options of evacuation to England or stay
and live under German occupation. The evacuation was chaotic
and some people changed their mines and returned to their
homes only to find that they had been looted by their neighbours, who had decided to
stay. This must have been because of the influence of French DNA in their make up.
Although Winston Churchill did say that if you live in a country that has never been
occupied, you have no right to criticize the behavior of those who have, Returning to St
Hellier that evening we had a long walk through the town and park before enjoying the
days special in the hotel, roast leg of lamb, sprouts and potatoes.
We had a surprise visit in the bar by another couple from
the Jersey chapter who had visiting relatives with them,
they were staying in the hotel. For some, a longish evening
ensued. We had to catch the ferry the following afternoon
so by consensus we decided on a coastal tour round the
island, stopping at Gorey with its rather nice beach and big
castle overlooking the picturesque Harbour and further on
we stopped at another bay with a big cafe and tourist shop
where we did photos on the beach. The final leg back to the port was uneventful, we even
managed to get the bikes into 4th gear on the bit of dual carriage way along the St Hellier
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waterfront.
Once back on board there was the usual rigmarole of jamming the front wheels into the
steel jaws of the contraptions. This time two bikes suffered damage to the trim on the
front fenders. Steve later found his trim in his luggage where the crew had stashed it on
the sly. Kevin is awaiting apologies and recompense from Condor Ferries for the damage
done to his bike.
Ed of course escaped this, they simply chocked his wheels. With hindsight, I would have
refused to use the "jaws of death" because there were plenty of deck rings, ratchet straps
and padding which would have been more than adequate.
Once disembarked we got back to the Premier inn and it started to rain again, this set the
tone for the following days ride back "Oop North". Kevin and Julie however wanted to
continue their quest to collect a souvenir from every HD dealer in the world and took off
for the Southampton dealer. Also they were tasked with buying a belt guard bolt which
had sheared on Steve's Fatboy. Richard and Sue peeled off for Rugby so that Sue could
pick up their car, that left four of us for Lincoln, we said our farewells in a lay by near the
Friendly Farmer, Ed went home via the Hykeham round about, Steve via Wragby, and me
Via the Nettleton roundabout. I was however caught up by Richard on the Lincoln bypass,
he must had a quick turnaround in Rugby and a none stop ride from there. So ended our
Jolly to Jersey. All in all a grand trip out.
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This was a special event to help raise money for the
school that our Grandson, Travis, attends—schools never
have enough money to do everything that they want to
do for the children. Hartsholme is a truly excellent school
by any standard—and that is a big statement for me as
my time at school was …. lets just say I did not do well
and nor did I enjoy my school days.
We are very fortunate that LEBBS, who as you know are
our main Charity, were more than happy to in this case turn up and
help us with the fund-raising for the school, and while yes we did also
raise a small amount for them in the buckets—£59.25 to be precise—
as they said the event was not about them as a Charity it was about
the school and they more than did their bit for us.
I had a mad urge the day before to make some tray bakes up, and so
Wendy and I came loaded not only with the tent, banners, buckets and
mini-moto, we also came loaded with tray-bakes which we then force
fed to everyone on the stand. And nobody
died!
The event ran from 11am to 2pm, and the children had great fun.
There were stands from the Emergency Services, the PTA and
other local community sport and social groups
and most were offering games and raffles to
tempt the children (and thereby coerce their
parents into parting with their precious money) including a set of
stocks we borrowed from Lyn (who knew that Russ was in to that sort
of thing!). The Head and Assistant Head volunteered to go into the
stocks and the children paid a pound a go to throw wet sponges at
them, through which they raised over £70! I cannot imagine any of my
teachers doing that.
During the three hours of the event the various stalls and collections
raised £2000 for the school and was a huge success—amazing in that this was the first
time they had done this—and with out doubt the children will all benefit from this
additional funding.
Wendy and I would like to thank
everyone who came along to help
us raise money for the school,
giving up their free time.

This Chapter is amazing!
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Robin Hoods Bay is one of those exquisite gems on the East Coast
that just has to be visited.
Robin Hood's Bay is a picturesque old fishing village on the
Heritage Coast of the North York Moors. The origin of the name is
uncertain, and it is doubtful if Robin Hood was ever in the vicinity
of the village. An English ballad and legend tell a story of Robin
Hood encountering French pirates who came to pillage the
fishermen's boats and the northeast coast. The pirates
surrendered and Robin Hood returned the loot to the poor people
in the village that is now called Robin Hood's Bay. In any
event it is a fantastic place for adults and children alike
with a sandy beach, as well as rock pools to explore and
ancient fossils to discover. Wandering through its
narrow, twisting cobbled streets and alleyways, you can
easily imagine the sailors and fishermen, smugglers and
press gangs that walked these streets hundreds of years
ago.
Setting off from Caenby Corner Pete and Tracy Abbott to
us up over the Humber Bridge and then on north to
Fridaythorpe where we had a TandP stop at the Seaways
Café, always a good place to visit and always busy with
other bikers.
From Fridaythorpe we travelled up over the moors to
the outskirts of Whitby, to allow the sportsters to fuel,
and then dropped back down to Robin Hoods Bay for
our lunch and a spot of sight-seeing. Pete had thoughtfully arranged for us to park in the
village hall carpark at a reasonable £2 each—cheaper that the ‘official’ parking, and all to
ourselves which would not
have been the case elsewhere
IF we could have found
spaces!
Lunch was taken, either as a
picnic or in one of the villages
plentiful hotels and
restaurants, and the more
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daring of us trooped down the steep hillside to the beach, with
most of us dreading the climb back up—all except Dick Jebbett
who decided once is never enough and did it three times! I
mean, it’s not like he needs to lose weight or anything!!
Eventually we all made it back to
the top and the bikes, with lungs
bursting and hearts pounding—or was that just me? Anyway,
we got there! And so we set off again this time heading south
and eventually back to the Humber Bridge, where we ended
the ride at the Humber Bridge Country Park.
We had a fabulous day out, on some great roads and Robin Hoods Bay was everything you
could want it to be.

Thank you Pete and Tracy!
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A few years ago, I would have never have imagined
riding a Harley Davidson. Fast forward a few years and
not only do I ride my own Harley but I ride on the back
of my husband Adrian's Street Glide too.
Tuesday 25th June was Adrian's first ride as a Road
Captain. He is training as a Road Marshal in 2019 but
saw a chance to organise an evening ride to a chip shop
and decided to ask if it was ok to take on the challenge.
After several recce rides, starting in the car and then on
the bike, tweaking the route to make it easier/safer, the
route was finalised, and the paperwork sorted.
Unfortunately the weather was really bad all day of the 25th and although the forecast
was for the weather to brighten for the time we were riding, it
was looking very dull by the time we left at 4pm.

We soon arrived at The Windmill Farm where Martin and Wendy
were enjoying a nice hot cup of coffee, so we joined them and
had a lovely chat about who might turn
up and the ride in general.
We could see the bikes parked outside from where we were sat
and so we kept watching to see who might turn up. One by one
the Harley's rolled in. By 6pm we had a grand total of 7 bikes.
We joined the group outside and Adrian got a chance to do his
first talk to the group. He explained the route we would be taking and that he hoped the
weather would improve.
It was decided not to do drop offs unless the
group got split up and we headed off
towards Sleaford. The weather was really
dull unfortunately but the roads were great
and the scenery very picturesque. Through
Doddington, Thorpe on the Hill, Aubourn,
the lovely flowing road to Brant Broughton,
Leadenham, Greylees and finally Sleaford.
Plenty of parking for the bikes and we all
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soon were served our orders. The lovely
fish and chips were just what we
needed on a chilly, dull evening.
Once we had eaten and were ready to
go again, Adrian did a little talk on the
rest of the route and a point of interest
being a monastery ruin in an old park nearby. It had managed to stay pretty dry up to now
just very overcast.
Back through Sleaford towards Kirkby la Thorpe and then the pretty village of Ewerby
where we saw the point of interest. Through to North Kyme and a bumpy road to
Billinghay and on to Metheringham where the heavens did open for a little while
unfortunately. (We blame Kirk for taking his waterproof trousers off!).
Back onto the B1188 and we headed towards Canwick Hill through Branston which we had
been warned could be very muddy due to the new bypass roadworks but was quite dry
and clean when we rode through luckily.
Parking at the Beefeater Mill Lodge at the top of Canwick Hill, Martin thanked Adrian for
doing such a good job of leading his first ride. It is always lovely to see such friendly faces
that at the end of the day had made the effort to come out on a week night in the rain to
support us – Thank you.
I know this is something that Adrian has been looking forward to doing for some time and
has embraced fully being part of the road crew and supporting the Chapter.
Just an additional note on the ruin we saw. After Henry VIII`s dissolution of the
monasteries the house became privately owned. The Finch Hatton family owned it during
the early 1900`s. Denys Finch Hatton was an army officer and bought property in Kenya
and spent his time leading hunting parties. He turned into one of the first conservationists
leading Safaris and promoting photography and education instead. He met Baroness Karen
Blixen who was a Danish coffee plantation owner and they had a long relationship. He died
in 1931 when his Gypsy Moth biplane crashed. This story is told in the 1985 film “Out of
Africa” directed by Sidney Pollack. Denys was played by Robert Redford and Karen by
Meryl Streep. The film was based on a book written by Karen.
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Young children’s words often reflect exactly what they think their parents or responsible
adults have said …. these comments are genuine responses to the question “What can you
tell me about the ocean?”
1)

This is a picture of an octopus. It has eight testicles. (Kelly, age 6)

2)

Oysters' balls are called pearls. (Jerry, age 6)

3)

If you are surrounded by ocean, you are an island. If you don't have ocean all round
you, you are incontinent. (Mike, age 7)

4)

Sharks are ugly and mean, and have big teeth, just like Emily Richardson. She's not my
friend any more. (Kylie, age 6)

5)

A dolphin breathes through an asshole on the top of its head. (Billy, age 8)

6)

My uncle goes out in his boat with 2 other men and a woman and pots and comes
back with crabs. (Millie, age 6)

7)

When ships had sails, they used to use the trade winds to cross the ocean.
Sometimes when the wind didn't blow the sailors would whistle to make the wind
come. My brother said they would have been better off eating beans. (William, age 7)

8)

Mermaids live in the ocean. I like mermaids. They are beautiful and I like their shiny
tails, but how on earth do mermaids get pregnant? Like, really? (Helen, age 6)

9)

I'm not going to write about the ocean. My baby brother is always crying, my Dad
keeps yelling at my Mum, and my big sister has just got pregnant, so I can't think
what to write. (Amy, age 6)

10) Some fish are dangerous. Jellyfish can sting. Electric eels can give you a shock. They
have to live in caves under the sea where I think they have to plug themselves in to
chargers. (Christopher, age 7)

11) When you go swimming in the ocean, it is very cold, and it makes my willy small.
(Kevin, age 6)
12) Divers have to be safe when they go under the water. Divers can't go down alone, so
they have to go down on each other. (Becky, age 8)
13) On vacation my Mum went water skiing. She fell off when she was going very fast.
She says she won't do it again because water fired right up her big fat ass. (Julie, age
7)
14) The ocean is made up of water and fish. Why the fish don't drown I don't know.
(Bobby, age 6)
15) My dad was a sailor on the ocean. He knows all about the ocean. What he doesn't
know is why he quit being a sailor and married my mum. (James, age 7)
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Hello everyone! For those who don’t know us (you’re the lucky
ones), my name is Clare and my husband John, joined Lindum
Colonia Chapter is May of this year. We have been HOG /
Sherwood Chapter members since 2007. We are also members
of the Geordie Chapter, we have close links with that Chapter
because I am best friends with their merchandiser (Lyn Hunter)
whom we regularly stay with, who is as crazy as me, and sits
quietly in the corner knitting (just like me). My husband John is
a HOG Road captain (retired from the post, but you never
know!) and rode with Dai Gunter on many occasions. I became
the merchandiser for Sherwood Chapter around five years ago,
a post that I still fulfil in my ‘spare time’, alongside a degree in
Children and Young People’s Integrated Studies. Some of you (if you came to Sherwood’s
Chapter Rally in 2016) actually attended our wedding blessing at the Robinhood HD
dealership. The lovely Delyth Gunter from Lindum Chapter
preformed this service in such a personal special way, we cannot
thank her enough for giving up her time to do this for us. So, not
only do we share the same sponsoring dealerships as Sherwood and
Lindum, we already have strong friendships within your Chapter
which actually made us decide we wanted to join. The decision to
join was finally made when we chatted with the wonderful Wendy
and Martin Honey about the proposed Ride for Mind, who offered
most heartedly to ‘man’ the BBQ for us. We knew we were going to
be surrounded by genuine people, as within our current chapters,
who just did things like us, just because we care.
Ride for Mind came about because of my role within my full-time employment. I am a
private Day Nursery Team Leader for a company called Childbase Partnership Ltd who are
passionate in supporting the local community in which they serve, whose ethos is one
which continuously strives to help fundraise for charitable and voluntary initiatives. The
company nominate a designated charity each year (all employees are asked to vote) and
all of our 44 settings strive to support and raise as much money as they can. Each setting
has a charity representative, within the setting where I work, it is me! I also have an
assistant called Daniel Brown who organises most of the nursery-based charity events. As
a nursery, all the staff pull together in raising as much money as possible for the
company’s nominated charity, this year it was voted as the charity called MIND. Mind is a
mental health charity that offers information, advice, crisis support, drop in centres and
many more services to people who are experiencing mental health difficulties.
I feel very strong in regards to supporting this charity but at a loss on what to do to raise
awareness about the cause, and how to raise money for such a deserving charity. In March
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we raised £500 with two of my
fellow colleagues (Samantha
Pickard and Amy Frettsome) in
The Big Sleep Out, which is
‘sleeping rough’ in the car park
of our head office which is based
in Milton Keynes, which happened to be very cold and very damp. Our homes for that
evening was a house made out of cardboard boxes with some polythene wrapped around
it. It was an exhilarating experience but at the same time, it was very sad, as this was how
so many people were sleeping at the moment without the protection of security staff.
Racking my brain on what to do, this is where my husband John had the very bright idea
for a charity motorcycle bike ride. With nervous anticipation, I asked Ian Jennings (on a
snowy day in March) if we could host this event at the dealership and if he wouldn’t mind
donating the food for the BBQ. Ian who is another one of those people who would do
anything for anyone, gave us the green light for the Ride for Mind to take place! I also
booked in the weather at the Dealership to be sunny while I was there!
We also support The Lincs and Notts Air Ambulance charity, so we decided that the BBQ,
cake and raffle sale donations should be split between both of these charities.
With so many ideas, the logistics that occurred are ones that I never anticipated or
experienced. We are so grateful for the support from Roy Radford – director of Sherwood
Chapter and John Hill - Head Road Captain who supported this ride as, not only in a
chapter capacity but out of friendship, removing all the difficulties that we had initially
faced with organising a Motorcycle Rideout. With the venue booked, the ride route sorted,
the BBQ ‘manned’ and stocked, donations for raffle sourced by myself and Jessica Gaunt
(work colleague) and the cakes to be made by my very own work place cook, Sharon
Evans, it was time to keep our fingers crossed for the weather and the bikers to show
(nervous times!).
So, on Saturday June the 29th the sun appeared for Ride for
Mind, not just sun, it must have been Sahara weather conditions
(note to self, always be careful what you wish for). However,
what a glorious day! Torrential storms in the
lead up to this event, to not a cloud in the
sky. I had advertised the backside out of
Facebook with this event (if you hadn’t
noticed, I clearly hadn’t done enough!) willing the bikers to turn up. The
next task was setting up the gazebos (a role I did badly) with Wendy,
Martin and Ian, still worrying, what if no one turns up?
But in the true biker spirit, you did!!! You all came and supported us
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within our money raising efforts, to support these worthwhile causes. With my registration
colourful spiel flowing and disclaimer forms at the ready, you came and donated £5 to ride
a short route for Mind. Once registration had taken place, it was time for the ride! John
had planned this route because my directions are ones which he fondly remarks are like a
red setter (repeatedly going around in circles).
48 bikes had registered to participate and we
were off! Turning left out of the dealership on
a lovely long straight road towards Lowdham
roundabout. Right towards Newton, some
twisty roads before heading into Radcliffe on
Trent. From here, right onto the A52 towards
West Bridgford and eventually entering
Edwalton, to ride past my Day Nursery. The
last stretch of the ride took us through parts
of West Bridgford towards Lady Bay Bridge
and back into Colwick to the Robinhood Hood
Harley Davidson Dealership.

An amazing 22-mile ride with wonderful roads, amazing people and fabulous weather.
Riding past all the pedestrians, me waving like a loon to all the passer-by’s and the drivers,
and seeing all the awesome motorcycles in the rear-view mirror are such wonderful
moments I’ll never forget. It is always fabulous riding as a group, but riding with one which
has given up their time and money in order to raise money for charity is something I am
deeply grateful for, I am truly honoured to know such amazing people.
I was very emotional on our return, in regards to all the charitable response and support
we had on the day, the ride going smoothly and of course, everyone’s safe return. The
Ride for Mind raised £240 WOW!!!!

Wendy and Martin executed the BBQ in true military style
to the point where Martin virtually keeled over! Exercising
his duty, no matter what, till the end is something I had
bargained for! I am so relieved to say that after taking
shelter in Ian’s office and having replenishments, he
survived! Once Martin had returned home with Wendy to
receive her home cooked Moroccan Lamb Meat Balls and
salad, Martin was back to his usual self. Wendy, I assumed
was the one cleaning, washing all the aprons and tablecloths from the event, unpacking
the van to then having to cook and clean up! (and some men say they have it tough).
The BBQ raised just under £160, with just under £80 each going to Mind and Lincs and
Notts Air Ambulance. Again, a massive thank you to Ian for all the BBQ donations and to
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Wendy and Martin for purchasing it all and
cooking on the day (can’t thank you enough).
With the raffle and cake sale being split, Mind
raised a total of £400 from the whole event and
Lincs and Notts Air Ambulance raised £170.29
(The ride out was purely for Mind and the BBQ,
cake sale and raffle were split 50/50 on the day
between both charities). In total £570.29 was
raised for charity.
I cannot thank everyone enough for turning up
and supporting this event. I am very new to your Chapter and it was fabulous to meet so
many Lindum Colonia members! I am so looking forward to riding with you all again. Our
first ride-out with yourselves was the School Dinners Rideout which we loved! We are very
much looking forward to riding with you all in the future and seeing you all again very
soon!
Ride Safe, Keep Smiling
Love
Clare and John Tonks X
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Finally the summer has arrived, so getting up early on a
Sunday morning doesn’t seem so tough. Lunches
packed and evening meal prepared ready for our return
home. At 8:30 sharp Martin and I set out to make the
meet up at the Lincolnshire dustbowl, otherwise known
as Caenby corner. A nice ride before we even start the
main event.
We were not the first to arrive, in fact someone was

halfway through a fatboy breakfast and this time it wasn’t Paul. Can you guess who?
Nicky marshalled us together to tell us of the plan, while Paul was to tail-end, leaving the
Honeys sweeping at the back. Thirteen bikes and the mean green machine of Ed and
Molly, headed North towards the Humber bridge. Would you believe they had closed our
access to the slip-road onto the bridge? Apparently some mad people like to spend their
Sunday dressed in strange clothing and run half naked in sweltering heat, carrying their
bottles of water which they throw down on the side of the road.. And they think we are
strange!
So a short detour, as advised by the very helpful man at the checkpoint, had us back on
track and crossing the bridge.
We rode on, up to Pocklington services. Initially this was to be a quick fuel stop but it was
a little more. It seems the fatboy breakfast was wearing off and needed a little top-up of
Snickers and coffee. Bikes and bodies suitably refuelled we rode on along open roads with
fabulous views, in glorious sunshine. I love riding at the back watching the line of bikes
snaking up the hills. Like minded friends out to enjoy themselves together.
As we arrived at Castle Howard
the magnificent monument
towered over us. It is a very
impressive house and garden
and well worth a visit if you have
the time. We unfortunately had
just over an hour and most felt we could not do justice to it or the £15 entry fee in such a
short time. Having a friends pass allows you unlimited visits for a year.
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Most of us were well prepared
with a packed lunch, so took
advantage of the facilities and
had a picnic on the lawn. The
fatboy breakfast, snickers and
coffee was topped off with a Castle Howard Special sausage roll. An amazing creation of
crisp flaky pastry encasing half a pig, well seasoned with herbs and spices. These were
sampled by a few members and I am told they were to die for. But they haven’t tasted
Bern’s award winning sausage rolls yet and I personally think they are the best I’ve ever
tasted. Maybe if we are lucky at the chapter barbecue, no pressure Bern!
Another couple who arrived on a Harley came over to say hello. So Kevin and Janet it was
nice to meet you both. They seem to think we were the friendliest bunch they have ever
come across on their travels. If they fancy coming south of the Humber, they know where
to find us and would be made very welcome I’m sure.
The journey home took us on more twisting beautiful
roads and we wound our way back over the Humber
bridge. To finish the day we stopped at Barney’s on the
A18 for a cuppa at the end of the ride. NO food Eyore?
They say “an army marches on it’s stomach” that makes
us a great army or Band Of Brothers (and sisters).
Whatever we are, it’s great to belong. Thank you to Mr.
and Mrs. Robson and the happy band that followed.
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A

couple takes their young son
to the circus. When his father
goes to buy popcorn, the boy
asks:

“Mum what's that long thing on the
elephant?”
“That's the elephant’s trunk, dear” she
replies.
“No Mum, down there …. underneath.”
His mother blushes and says “Oh … oh
that's nothing.”
The father returns and the mother goes
off to get a coke. As soon as she leaves,
the boy repeats his question.
“That's the elephant’s trunk, son.”
“Dad, I know what an elephant's trunk is. I mean the thing down there.”
“Oh …” the father says, “well, that's the elephant's … um, penis.”

“Dad” the son asks, “how come when I asked Mum, she said it was nothing?”
The man takes a deep breath and explains “Well son, here's the truth ….I've really spoiled
that woman.”

